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now you 
canplay 

Your premier 
team 
Actua Soccer is universally 
recognised as the greatest football 
game ever. Here is just one of many 
testimonials: 

“The best footy game around. 
It's almost like playing the real 
thing. Beautiful.’’ 
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SUMMER LINE-UP TAKES SHAPE! 
AWESOME SATURN TITLES TO LOOK FORWARD TO 
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4$Z A Break from The Nom 



SEGA BUY INTO 3DFX! 
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FREE JOYPAD!! 
When you subscribe to Sega Saturn Magazine 

@AiViESTEft 

“Get a new Saturn joypad 
when you subscribe to 

the world’s greatest Sega 
magazine - you'd be a fool 

to miss out! So don’t." 

Complete the form and send with payment to: 

Sega Saturn Magazine Subscriptions, Lathkill Street, Market 

Harborough, Leicester LE87 4PA or if you wish to pay by CREDIT 

CARD call our SUBSCRIPTIONS HOTLINE on 01858 435350 

quoting source and offer codes, Lines are open from 8.30 am to 

9pm Monday to Friday and 10am to 6pm Saturday and Sunday. 
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to X-Men: Children of the Atom 

Suner Heroes is coming to the 

ISSJ What's more, SEGA SATURN 
N J ROT IP® 1 by RICH LEADBETTER 
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DARKLICHT CONFLICT 
Considering the success of inter-stellar shoot 'em ups on the PC with X-Wing, Tie Fighter and so forth, it's perhaps odd that none have 
filtered through to the Saturn. Enter Darklight Conflict... the first of many? 
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WARCRAFT 2:THE DARK SAGA 
The struggle of good versus evil resurfaces once again this month, this time with Electronic Arts' Mediaeval real-time war sim, 
Warcraft 2: The Dark Saga. 
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Another month, another super-exciting edition of Q*A. Actually, I have to 
admit that your questions were a lot more interesting this month. However, I've 
still got missives from the last 0+A to help me should I have any more prob¬ 
lems sleeping. Here we go then: more hardcore responses from the Master, 
Diehard Leadbetter, and Sega Europe Overfiend Mark Maslowicz. Send your 
questions (be interesting) to INSOMNIA-CURING 0<A, SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, 
37-39 Millharbour, London E14 9TZ. Get scribbling! 
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SHOWCASE I 



SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 
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Big In Japan this month focuses on Touge King 1 
le focuses more on realism than arcade-like thrill 

Breaking away from the deluge of ZD beat 'em ups vie usually reserve for this 
Spirits Z, a grammatically incorrect driving game. Already available in Japan, 
and could well prove to he a surprise hit. Well hoorah for that! 
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JONAH LOMU RUGBY 
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BATTLE STATIONS 
Experience all the fun of being in the Navy from the comfort of your own bedroom, fortunately avoiding the jokes about what 
those men get up to behind closed portholes. 
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INDEPENDENCE DAY 
Time's up! Nearly a year after Independence Day exploded onto cinema screens around the world, EA finally unleash their big licensed 
3D shoot 'em up. So tell us hotshots, are you ready to "whup ET's ass”? 
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ACTUA SOCCER CLUB EDITION 
Yep, you can tell the summer is on the way by the steady stream of soccer titles that are being rolled out, the latest of which is 
Gremlin's Actua Soccer Club Edition. But is good enough to beat WWS at its own game? 
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THE CROW: CITY OF ANGELS 
It's an unlikely name for an unlikely hero: the Crow. And, judging by the quality of Acclaim's latest release, we think that maybe some¬ 
thing along the lines of "The Dodo" may be slightly more appropriate. 
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SEGA SATURN” tips 
Hey, hey, hey... it's tips time again! Boy, have we got some corkers this month, including the full moves list for Sega's Die Hard Arcade. 
Also make sure you check out part one of our awesome guide to the RPG game of the year, Shining the Holy Ark. Next month we'll be 
printing some amazing Fighters MegaMix cheats, so if you have any, send them in and you could win a mystery Sega Saturn prize. Send 
your tips to: Sega Saturn Tips Section, 37-39 Mill Harbour, Isle Of Dogs, London E14 9TZ 
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PLAYERS GUIDE I 

Holy Ark players guide, put together by a certain RICH 
LEADBETTER. Here you'll find full maps to every section game, 
along with solutions to all of the tough puzzles! We kind of feel 
that we let you guys down over Shining Wisdom tips coverage, 
so this is our chance to get some Shining credibility back! Let 
the adventure begin! 
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HEXEN GUIDE PART 
It's that time of the issue again folks, as SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE unveils the second part of its awesome Hexen guide. This month, 
STEPHEN FULLJAMES explores the third episode of GT's massive mediaeval monster mash and discovers that his humble MSS sweatshirt 
is no protection against the forces of darkness! We'll be finishing off next month with the final two episodes. Don't miss it! 
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NEXT MONTH... 

PSYCHIC WARLOCK 
ASSASSIN TAROMARU 
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS 

AUCTION OF 
ADULT SWEDISH 

LITERATURE 
RARE ADULT VIDEOS, MAGAZINES 

AND 
EROTIC PARAPHERNALIA 

The Staff Room, Friday lunchtime (Pupils welcome) 

ENQUIRIES: CALL 0500 011 806 

£ this up. Take cover and prepare to wet yourself. 

WITH LIPS 


